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new discoveries is diminishing even there. In Thailand, we are running out of rivers
that vanish underground, orjust as suddenly emerge from the base of cliffs. At
Gregory, only a few more areas of easily accessible karst remain to be thoroughly
investigated.

So what does the future hold for CSS?

A gaze into the CSS crystal ball reveals:

o Another trip to Gregory, during which 4km more will be discovered in Berks
Backyard which, by linking up with caves discovered by TESS, will produce
Australia's longest cave with more than 25km of passage;

. One more expedition to Thailand, concentrating on the Kanchanburi area,
where members discover the world's most beautiful cave;

o The first CSS expedition to Laos, where we find a long-lost cave packed full of
buddha statues;

. Two members become so conversant with ASF caver accreditation
documentation, that they leave their mundane 9-5 jobs to establish the
Australian School of Caving in the former Caves House at yarrangobilly;

. Permit systems in National Parks will be abandoned in favour of high volume
adventure tourism ventures, ie pay caving:
- parking meters at Wyanbene, Blue Waterholes, yarrangot:,illy and Bullira;- ticke.t dispensing machines at the entrance gates of populcr caves such

as Wyanbene, Eagles Nest, Y58 ani Berks Backyard;
- ticket machines on the fixed abseiling ropes provided on all popular

pitches at Bungonia (special discounts for frequent 'fliers');
- postcards, souvenirs and snacks will be available at the kiosks in

Caesars Hall, Red Crystal Room, Rawlinson Chamber and The Garden of
Edam.

No longer will you have to rely on a muddy trail to guide you through an
unfamiliar cave. In fact this won't help because passages will be uniformly
trampled. Instead, cavers will be required to wear a navigational device on
their wrists. These CPS" units will tell you where you are in a cave and, more
importantly, will continuously inform management authorities of your location.

By the iime of CSS's 50th anniversary, most cavers will find it cheaper and
more exciting to go Virtual Caving. Just think, you will be able to do any major
cave in the world without having to leave the comfort of your lounge. Simply
call up the speleo channel on the cable network or plug in your computer; we
expect Nintendo and Sega will each have their own versions. No longer will
fellow speleos make disparaging remarks when you say you are an armchair
speleo. In fact, they may even praise you for. your commendable cave
conservation principles.
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